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Abstract

Accurate control of plasma microparameters at the position of the substrate is crucial factor in applications of the barrier-torch
plasma source for technological purposes. We present measurements of the electron temperatureT in the RF barrier-torche

discharge by means of the planar RF-compensated Langmuir probe. The probe was mounted at the substrate position. The error
caused by collisions of charged particles with neutrals in the space-charge sheath around the probe(collision probe working
regime) at atmospheric pressure is discussed. In order to minimize this error the single probe technique was used to acquire the
probe data, which were then recalculated to get the double probe characteristic. From this the electron temperatureT has beene

obtained in usual manner. TheT was measured at the position of the substrate in the single- and multi-torch barrier atmospherice

plasma-jet systems. Using He as a working gasT was found to be in the intervalT s2.7–6 eV depending on the applied RFe e

power and system configuration. The neutral gas temperature has been measured by optical diagnostics and found to be 400–800
K. The plasma of the RF barrier-torch discharge is therefore strongly non-isothermal even at such high operation pressure.
� 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A new RF barrier-torch discharge plasma source
working up to atmospheric pressurew1x has been devel-
oped recently. The RF barrier-torch discharge is a mod-
ification of the torch-discharge stabilized by the flowing
working gas w2x. The barrier-torch discharge employs
dielectrically coated metallic RF power electrode. In our
system the barrier-torch discharge is generated inside a
quartz glass tube near the sharp edge of a metallic RF
electrode, which is placed outside the quartz glass tube,
see Fig. 1. Several RF electrodes with quartz tubes can
also be configured in a linew1x to create a plasma-jet
array. The plasma-jet array system can be used for
treatment of relatively wide substrate surfaces. These
systems were already used for low-temperature deposi-
tion of CeO thin filmsw3x. The temperature of neutralx

gas in the RF barrier-torch discharge was found to be
T f600–800 Kw1,4x.n
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For an understanding and control of the deposition
process in technological applications the knowledge of
the plasma microparameters is required. One of the basic
microparameters of the non-isothermal plasma is the
electron temperature. Measurements of the electron tem-
perature of the RF barrier-torch discharge have not been
done yet. As the first step, we have used Langmuir
probe for measurement of electron temperature at the
position of the substrate.
The Langmuir probe technique that is in principle

applicable up to atmospheric pressure has been studied,
e.g. in Refs. w5,6x. In these works the collisions of
charged particles with neutrals in the space-charge
sheath around the probe have been taken into account
(collision probe working regime). It is known (see also
explanation in the next chapter) that determination of
the T from the double probe data is comparativelye

insensitive of pressurew7,9x. The double probe, however,
has a lower spatial resolution than the single probe
method. Therefore, we present in our report the meas-
urements of the electron temperature in the RF barrier-
torch discharge performed by means of the single probe
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Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the single-electrode and four-electrode
barrier-torch discharge arrangement. Mounting of the single probe is
shown for single-electrode configuration.

technique with subsequent recalculation of the single
probe data to gain the double probe characteristic.

2. Double probe diagnostics of the high-pressure
plasma up to atmospheric pressure

The double probe characteristic can be simply
obtained from the single probe characteristic. The pro-
cedure consists of determination of the voltage differ-
ence V between two points on the single probep1

characteristic which correspond to the same absolute
value of the chosen probe currentI but with oppositei

signs. The plot ofI vs. V then creates one half of thei p1

double probe characteristic(V plays the role of thep1

voltage between two probes in double probe technique
V ). The other is obtained by multiplying theV andD p1

current I by factor (y1). The double probe character-i

istics obtained in this way corresponds to a double probe
system with two identical probes, but yields better
spatial resolution. This method is also suitable when the
plasma volume is relatively small and it is necessary to
reduce the influence of the probe system on the plasma.
In the high-pressure plasma, the influence of the

collision of charged particles with neutrals in the space-
charge sheath around the probe must be taken into
account. Up to now two double probe models taking
account of such collisions have been developed:
(a) The first model is based on the collisionless

model of the double probe current corrected for the

collisions in the space-charge sheath around the probe.
The correction factorF expresses the influence ofD

charged particles collisions in the space-charge sheath
around the probe. This model is suitable for the case in
which the charged particles inside the space-charge
sheath suffer only a few collisions with the neutral ones.
The determination of the electron temperature from the
double probe characteristic corrected for collisions in
the space-charge sheath around the probe has been
studied by Kirchhoff et al.w5x, Klagge and Tichyw7x,´
Sıcha et al.w8x. According to Klagge and Tichyw7x theˇ´ ´
electron temperature can be obtained from the double
probe characteristic by means of the following equation
for the case that both probes have exactly the same
shape and surface area of collecting surfaces:

k T IB e i0s F (1)Dq 2 dI ydU y dI ydU0 Ž . Ž .d D i D0 0

where(dI ydU ) and(dI ydU ) are the derivatives ofd D 0 i D 0

the double probe characteristic and the positive ion
current component for potential difference between the
probesU s0, I is the ion current component atU sD i0 D

0, k is the Boltzmann constant,q is the electronicB 0

charge. On the right-hand side of Eq.(1) there is the
collisionless expression as it can be found, e.g. in Ref.
w9x andF is the correction factor which takes accountD

of the collisions of electrons with neutrals in the space-
charge sheath around the probe. According to Ref.w7x
the correction factorF does not fall at most experi-D

mental conditions below 0.8, i.e. the errors inT deter-e

mination derived from double probe characteristics
measured at atmospheric pressure and using the colli-
sionless model are less than 20%.
(b) Second, the so-called continuum model of the

current to a spherical probe assumed that the pressure
of the working gas is sufficiently high that both ions
and electrons suffer numerous collisions with neutral
particles before collected by probe. In this case the
charged particles motion toward the probe can be
described by the continuity equationw6x. Bradley and
Matthewsw10x used the continuum model to study the
double probe method. The results presented in Ref.w10x
also indicate that under continuum conditions the elec-
tron temperature determined by using collisionless mod-
el is remarkably accurate, the error being less than 20%.
Even if our probe—as described in the next chapter—

had physically planar shape, the edge effects could not
be omitted. The shape of the sheath above our probe
resembled rather a hemisphere than a plane parallel to
the probe surface. Therefore the theoretic results derived
above for probes of cylindrical and spherical shapes
could be applied also to our case. This conclusion is
further supported by the fact that the correction for
collisions of electrons with neutrals in the probe sheath
decreases almost exponentially with the increasing elec-
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Fig. 2. Sample of double probe characteristic for single-electrode bar-
rier-torch discharge. Slopes of the lines represent the derivatives
(dI ydU ) and (dI ydU ) in Eq. (1). For conditions of experimentd D 0 i D 0

see text.

tron energyw12x. Reason for the comparative stability
of the double probe method hence does not depend on
the shape of the probes. It consists in the shift of the
floating potential under the influence of collisions to
higher retarding potentials for electrons(positive ion
current is reduced due to the effect of collisions while
the electron current at larger retarding probe voltages
remains almost uninfluenced by collisions). In such a
way also the ‘working point’, i.e. the point on the
double probe characteristic at which theT is estimated,e

lies at higher electron retarding voltages that reduces
the influence of collisions in the probe sheath on the
T estimation.e

The results presented in Refs.w7,8,10x theoretically
show that the double probe method allows the determi-
nation of the electron temperature in the plasma up to
the atmospheric pressure. However, there are also exper-
iments where the temperature of electrons in a flame
plasma is measured using a ‘collisionless’ double probe
method, i.e. by Eq.(1) with F s1, as well as by meansD

of emission spectroscopyw11x. The electron temperature
estimated by both—fully independent—methods agree
to 20%. Within the 20% error frame the comparatively
complicated calculation of the correction that accounts
for the collision of charged particles in the probe sheath
is hence not necessary.

3. Experimental procedure

The RF barrier-torch discharge is relatively narrow.
For this reason(better spatial resolution) and in order
to reduce the influence of the probe immersed inside
the discharge, only the single probe method has been
used. The single probe characteristic has been measured
in the region around the floating potential and then
transformed to the double probe characteristic by the
procedure described above. The influence of the RF
probe voltage on the measured probe characteristic has
been suppressed by means of four RF selective filters
tuned at the fundamental frequency 13.56 MHz and its
second harmonic 27.56 MHz, respectively. By means of
these filters the RF voltage across the space-charge
sheath around the probe decreased.
The experimental configuration of the plasma-jet(s)

system including the probe arrangement can be seen in
Fig. 1. The probe was created by 2-mm in diameter
chromium–nickel wire surrounded by an Al O tube.2 3

The top of the wire worked as collecting probe surface
with planar circular shape. Our reason for choosing
chromium–nickel for the probe resided purely in
mechanical properties of this material. The probe in
Al O tube was placed in the substrate-table in such a2 3

way that the probe surface and the substrate-table surface
laid in one plane. Only this experimental configuration
guaranteed that the RF barrier-torch discharge did not
break down to the probe surface but only to the grounded

surface of the substrate-table. During experiments no
observable sputtering of the probe surface or its coating
by the nozzle material has been detected. No significant
heating of the probe has also been detected, which is
probably connected with comparatively low RF power
absorbed in the plasma and comparatively fast flow of
the working neutral gas.
Measurements of the probe characteristic have been

done in both the single RF electrode and in the array-
of-four RF electrodes arrangements. In case of the
single-electrode configuration, the helium mass flow
through the quartz tube wasQ s1600 sccm and theHe

RF power applied in the discharge wasP s120 W. InRF

the multi-jet system,Q s5200 sccm for all the quartzHe

tubes andP s120 W. Examples of gained doubleRF

probe characteristics in the single-jet and the four-jet
systems are presented in Figs. 2 and 3. It is worthy of
note that in both pictures there is observable change in
slope of the ion current in the ‘saturated’ part of the
double probe characteristic at larger differential voltages
between the probes. This phenomenon can be explained
by the effect of secondary emission of electrons from
the probe surface due to the impact of ions with greater
energy. This effect, however, does not have significant
influence on the precision of electron temperature esti-
mation from the double probe data, since it can influence
only the magnitude of(dI ydU ) , which is muchi D 0
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Fig. 3. Sample of double probe characteristic for four-electrodes barrier-torch discharge. Slopes of the lines represent the derivatives(dI ydU )d D 0

and(dI ydU ) in Eq. (1). For conditions of experiment see text.i D 0

smaller than the magnitude of 2(dI ydU ) in thed D 0

denominator of Eq.(1).

4. Results and discussion

In Fig. 2 the gained double probe characteristic in
case of the single-electrode configuration is presented.
The electron temperature calculated from these data was
T f6 eV.e

In Fig. 3 the double probe characteristic obtained in
the four-nozzle system is shown. Calculated temperature
wasT f2.7 eV. The rotational temperatureT (equiva-e R

lent to the neutral gas temperature) in the position of
the substrate was gained by emission spectroscopy from
OH radicals(from moisture in the surrounding atmos-
phere). T was found to be in the interval 400–800 KR

depending on the appliedP in the analogous experi-RF

mental set-upw1x. The obtained magnitudes ofT takene

together withT undoubtedly confirmed the strong non-R

equilibrium of the plasma in the position of the substrate.
This is a significant result when we consider that the
plasma is generated at such a high pressure. Similar
magnitudes ofT f5–10 eV were typically found ine

low-frequency parallel plate dielectric barrier discharges
and in the RF corona discharges operated in He gas
under atmospheric pressurew13,14x. The fact thatT ise

nearly twice as high in case of the single-electrode
system than in the four-electrode system can be
explained by higher RF working voltage(2500 V
effective) in case of the single-jet system compared to

the four-jet one(1200 V effective). This fact is due to
lower real part of the impedance represented to the RF
generator by the plasma-jets in the four-jet system
compared to the single-jet case. The electric field in the
plasma-jet(s) is hence approximately twice as high in
the single-jet system compared to the four-jet one, which
is consistent with higher electron temperature in the
former case.

5. Conclusion

The probe method can be useful for setting of repro-
ducible plasma parameters in technological processes. It
is often required to know, in the low-temperature plas-
ma-chemistry, the electron temperature in front of the
substrate. The presented probe measurements performed
in the barrier-torch discharge have shown that the elec-
tron temperature at the position of the substrate surface
can be determined by probe even at atmospheric pres-
sure. Our measurement revealed that the electron tem-
perature in the RF torch-barrier discharge wasT f6 eVe

in the single-jet system andT f3 eV in four-jet systeme

depending on the applied RF power. Results of collision
theories quoted above justified the usage of collisionless
approach for calculation ofT from the double probee

characteristics with an error not greater thanf20%.
Taking account of data quality, we can then set with
reasonable confidence the error range of our measure-
ment to"30%.
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